Precise Digital scale
If the scale is severely overloaded or dropped, LCD may display “Remove weight” or “Under load”.
If the scale displays “Remove weight”, the base count (base frequency) of the scale is too high, if the scale displays
“Under load”, the base count (base frequency) of the scale is too low or zero. In order to bring the scale back to normal
condition, either the base frequency has to be decreased (Remove Weight case) or increased (Under load case).
Please follow the following instructions to bring the base frequency back in the allowed range.
SETTING THE ZERO WITHIN THE RANGE:
1) Take out the platform of the scale from the four platform stand above the load cell.
2) Unscrew the four screws at the bottom of the scale underneath the rubber feet.
3) Remove the upper case from the scale (lower case).
4) Unplug the ends of the KB circuit membrane from the KB connectors.

5) Put the platform back on the platform stands of the scale.
6) Insert the tips of the KB circuit membrane back on the KB connectors.
7) Rest the upper case by the side of the scale without touching the platform and without unplugging the KB circuit
membrane from KB socket.
8) Plug on the power and press ON/OFF key at the front left side of the key board overlay. (After the ON key is
pressed, after the display of “Self test”, if the base frequency of the scale is less than the predefined value the
display will stuck on “Under Load” if the base frequency of the scale is more than the predefined value the
display will stuck on “Remove weight”)
9) Now press and release the following keys in sequence.
10) SET>DEFAULT Count>M+>COUNT>AUTO-CAL
11) The scale will enter the base frequency display mode/Calibration mode. LCD will display “Put 0g Weight” of
“Scanning Zero” on the upper line of the LCD and “XXXX” (this number is the base frequency) in the lower
right corner of the LCD.
12) Locate the blue potentiometer (VR1) in the bottom side of the PCB. It will be either on the lower right side of the
PCB (Scale A) or on the right side of the PCB (Scale B).

Scale A

Scale B

13) If your scale is type A turn the screw on this blue potentiometer (VR1) in clockwise direction to increase and in
anti-clockwise direction to decrease the base frequency to ADJUST THE BASE FREQUENCY AROUND
2000+/-100 in the lower right corner of the LCD.
14) If your scale is type B turn the screw on this blue potentiometer (VR1) in clockwise direction to increase and in
anti-clockwise direction to decrease the base frequency to ADJUST THE BASE FREQUENCY AROUND
4000+/-100 in the lower right corner of the LCD.
15) Now unplug the power cord.
16) Take out the platform gently. (if the platform is lifted with big force the load cell underneath will be affected)
17) Assemble the upper case on the scale and tighten the four screws at the bottom side and put the white rubber
feet in place. (Before assembling the upper case back on the lower case make sure that the KB circuit
membrane tips are inserted properly into the KB connectors).
18) Put back the platform gently without applying big force.
19) Plug the power plug at the rear side of the scale and press ON key.
20) Now the scale will start up normally. For better performance (and if you have appropriate calibration weight) you
can do the user calibration as described in the user manual.

